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Background Situation Analysis &
Economic Issue

Amazon is a giant cloud-computing
platform and e-commerce marketplace
with a supply chain technology that
facilitates the sales of products and
services through different channels. 
 
Amazon’s business consists of
purchasing and reselling inventory,
branding and selling its own goods
and services, and creating online
marketplaces for third-party sellers.
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The company is currently
expanding its business to brick-
and-mortar stores and it has been
experimenting with different models
since 2014, when it opened its first
pop-up stores. 
 
Other Amazon brick-and-mortar
stores are Amazon Books (19
locations), Amazon Go (10), Whole
Foods (478) and Amazon 4-Star (3).
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With more than 647,500 employees and about
600 physical stores, Amazon is valued in $954.35
billion, at $1,950.55 a share (Yahoo Finance). 
 
According to analysts, the company’s growth
has been led by its diversified portfolio,
which has allowed it to compete not only with
the biggest retail companies in the U.S., but
with online giants such as Google and Facebook
(Salinas, 2018).
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In fact, last year Amazon accounted for 49% of the e-commerce sales and 56% of online visits in the U.S., which was more
than eBay, Apple and Walmart combined (see figures below).

Source: Statista Source: eMarketer
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Amazon’s ability to disrupt diverse markets has given investors enough confidence to invest in the company, which led the
company to briefly hit the $1 trillion market cap in October 2018. Its quick expansion to different markets has been
possible thanks to the fact that Amazon reinvests its earnings in its business without paying a dividend to its shareholders. 
 
The company’s financials evidence a steady year-to-year growth and a successful business narrative, as shown in the chart
below:

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Market Cap

Share Price

Revenue

Growth Rate 
(year-to-year)

Cash from Operating
Activities

Earnings per 
Share (GAAP)

Total Square Footage
for Physical Stores
(Shared and Owned)

Sales from Physical
Stores

$169.0 billion $174.0 billion $241.5 billion $397.0 billion $667.1 billion

$361.08 $374.28 $502.13 $810.20 $1,429.95 (Today - $1,950.55)

$88.9 billion $107.0 billion $136.0 billion $178.0 billion $232.9 billion

19% 20% 27% 31% 31%

$6.9 billion $11.9 billion $17.2 billion $18.4 billion $30.7 billion

-$0.52 $1.25 $4.9 (292% increase) $6.15 (26% increase) $20.14 (227% increase)

N/A N/A N/A
21.1 thousand square ft. 
in the U.S.

19.9  thousand square ft. 
in the U.S.

$4.5 billion $4.4 billion (3% decrease)N/A N/A N/A



Amazon needs to build trust among
shareholders to have their support on the

company's brick-and-mortar expansion plans
Despite Amazon’s impressive numbers, the chart above shows that the narrative around the company’s
brick-and-mortar business is less optimistic. The 2018 Annual Report shows a decrease in the company’s
square footage, something that contradicts the idea that Amazon is expanding its physical retail presence.
Additionally, the sales from physical stores showed a 3 percent decrease, something that alarmed analysts
and business reporters during the 2019 earnings call. 
 
The company’s CFO, Brian Olsavsky, said the decline was due to accounting changes, but it is clear that
Amazon needs to continue building trust among its shareholders in order to gain their long-term support
on its brick-and-mortar expansion plans. This support is important now that the company announced the
closing of its 87 pop-up stores by April 29, 2019, which were part of Amazon’s physical store strategy.



Business Goal

Keep shareholders engaged and committed to Amazon’s brick-and-
mortar expansion by providing a clearer understanding of how the
company’s e-commerce and physical stores will integrate to
provide an innovative —and highly profitable— customer
experience.



Amazon’s growth, size and financial stability
Jeff Bezos is seen as one of the most powerful, innovative and reliable leaders
in the world
Strong online presence
Amazon’s Prime Membership has led to higher levels of engagement,
perception, affinity and trust levels, which translates into customer loyalty
Pioneer in the implementation of new customer experiences
Amazon is a pioneer in the development of AI and other emerging
technologies
Vast media coverage continues to grow

Strengths

90% of the retail sales remain offline
Brick-and-mortar competitors are closing stores (Sears, Kmart, Macy's)
Grocery expansion was up 29.4% in 2018. According to market analysts,
investors are looking for retail sectors that are reinventing themselves to
stay ahead of changing consumer preferences, and grocery fits that criteria
(“U.S. Grocery Tracker,” 2019).

Opportunities

Amazon’s retail brick-and-mortar strategy might seem unfocused
As of 2018, Amazon accounted for just 5% of the retail market in the U.S
Third-party sellers are taking 58% of the gross sales on Amazon
Whole Foods is limited to a wealthy customer
Amazon’s cashierless stores have sparked negative reactions among those
who do not have access to banks and credit cards
Amazon has never paid dividends since its IPO, nor has it done any
buybacks of shares since 2012
Backlash from customers and employees claiming the company should do
more to reduce its impact on the environment

Weaknesses

The brick-and-mortar expansion requires a lot of planning and cash flow
The underlying technology of physical stores such as Amazon Go might fail
or cause controversy (face recognition)
A fall in the stock market
Other department store retailers such as Burlington Stores and German
chain Lidl are looking to acquire Sears/Kmart old locations
Amazon’s competitors are investing in customer experience. Walmart and
7-Eleven are piloting cashierless stores in Dallas. Walmart, Target and
Walgreens are working with FedEx to pilot same-day deliveries with the
use of robots.

Threats
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Strategic Implications

While Amazon is the largest online
retailer in the world, it only owns 5%
of the American retail market and 58%
of its merchandise sales belong to
independent third-party sellers. Even
though expanding its business to
brick-and-mortar stores entails a
financial risk, it is a necessary step to
compete with other retail companies.
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Amazon’s Prime Membership program
has allowed the company to collect
massive amounts of customer data and
build trust and loyalty among its
customers. Thus, the company should
use this program as the “glue” that
holds together its apparently “messy”
and unfocused business strategies.
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Amazon should leverage its access to new
technologies and its financial strength to
improve its efforts to protect the
environment and strengthen its
commitment to sustainable business
practices; something its employees and
customers have been demanding in the
past.
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The brick-and-mortar competitor
landscape is clearing up (i. e. Sears,
Kmart and Macy’s store closures) and
investors are currently looking for
retailers that are able to adapt to new
customer preferences. This is a great
opportunity for Amazon, a company
that has developed cutting-edge
technologies to enhance the customer
experience.
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Strategic Implications

The company should leverage Jeff
Bezos’ reputation as a visionary and
innovative leader to defend the “crazy”
idea of expanding Amazon’s business
to physical stores.
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The enormous Amazon basin, where Amazon got its name from in the first place, is made up of a web of ecosystems
and unique landscapes. This region produces about 20% of the Earth's oxygen and is vital to our survival. This is
because its complex ecosystem contains a number of layers and different communities that have their own unique
wildlife and plant life.
 
We intend to elaborate on this concept and portray the coming future of Amazon as one that is marching toward a
more comprehensive ecosystem. Just as the Amazon basin, the company needs living elements as well as non-living
materials to sustain its balance and keep producing a vital environment. Rather than focusing on one tip of the
business landscape, Amazon is building a more comprehensive network and caters to consumers’ needs from multiple
angles and aspects. 

The                 Ecosystem



Ensure that at least 70% of shareholders understand Amazon’s corporate culture
(intuition, curiosity and experimentation) and the relevance of this mindset in the
company’s interconnected e-commerce and brick-and-mortar plans by February
2020.

Increase by 20% the levels of credibility, engagement, trust and optimism toward the
company’s brick-and-mortar expansion among employees and shareholders by
November 2019.

Communication Objectives

Ensure that at least 60% of shareholders have a good understanding of the financial
implications of the company’s brick-and-mortar expansion plans by February 2020.

Increase media coverage about Amazon’s brick-and-mortar expansion plans by 30%
by November, 2019.

Raise awareness about Amazon’s sustainability initiatives by 30% among the
company’s employees and shareholders by August 2019.



Target Audiences

57.12% of Amazon’s shares are held by institutional investors. 
The top five institutional shareholders are Vanguard Group.
Inc (6.20%), Blackrock Inc. (5.24%), FMR, LLC (3.62%),
Price Associates Inc. (3.23%) and State Street Corporation
(3.21%). 
Institutional investors are normally long-term shareholders.
Those institutional investors focus on growth and innovation
with sound risk management and high integrity.

Investors Potential Investors

Wall Street has potential investors looking for
promising companies to make an investment. 
This campaign should also target potential investors
that will help Amazon grow as a business and have
access to more resources to keep expanding its online
and physical strategy.



Target Audiences

Amazon now employs 647,500 people
worldwide.
Employees are expecting the
company to take more efficient
measures in protecting the
environment, something they laid out
in their letter to Jeff Bezos (“Public
Letter to Jeff Bezos,” 2019).

EmployeesInternal Shareholders Analysts

16.12% of shares held by insiders;
employees who know more about
company’s performance than others. 
We must build a positive reputation among
internal shareholders, showing them the
broader prospect of Amazon’s ecosystem,
and raise their confidence in the company’s
future plans.

Financial analysts (sell-side analysts)
follow Amazon to provide regular
reports to clients and make public
buy/sell recommendations. 
Some of the analyst firms making
recommendations on Amazon are:
Aegis Capital, Baird R W, JP Morgan
Secur, Keybanc Cap Mkt, Morgan
Stanley, Wedbush Securities, Wells
Fargo Sec and William Blair.

Continued



To complete our Amazon Ecosystem, we must include the brick-and-mortar
experience in our business plans. This goal entails taking significant risks, but is
certainly opportune given the recent closures of strong competitors such as Sears,
Kmart and Macy’s.

The Amazon Ecosystem will be the result of our past apparently random, curious and
innovative approaches.

Key Messages
Amazon is only halfway to being a complete and functioning ecosystem. While we
have been able to dominate the online retail market, and build a long-term trust
relationship with our customers, we are still a “small fish” in the retail market ocean.

Amazon’s Prime Membership program is the glue that will hold every part of our
Amazon Ecosystem together. Through this program, customers will enjoy a new
customer experience they have never seen before in both online and physical stores.

Amazon’s sustainability initiatives are key to an orderly functioning ecosystem that
brings a healthy environment and organic customer experiences.



Tactic 1: Quarterly earnings calls with investors where the
company’s CEO, Jeff Bezos, and its CFO, Brian Olsavsky,
introduce the Amazon Ecosystem narrative.
 
Tactic 2: Social media posts through Jeff Bezos’ accounts
explaining the concept of Amazon Ecosystem, but mainly focused
on highlighting the campaign’s CSR initiatives.
 
Tactic 3: Jeff Bezos’ TED talk discussing the power of wandering,
experimentation, innovation and creativity in business.

Communication Strategies
& Tactics
Strategy 1: Leverage Jeff Bezos’ reputation as a pioneer
and innovator to increase credibility and build trust
among investors and analysts.



Information about the company’s financial health
Reasoning behind the new Amazon Ecosystem the 
Opportunities in the retail and grocery landscapes
Information that the company has learned from the Amazon Prime
program and past online and brick-and-mortar ventures.

Strategy 2: Prepare and distribute materials containing: 

Tactic 1: An “Amazon Ecosystem” logo to symbolize the symbiotic
relation between Amazon’s online and physical strategy.
 
Tactic 2: An “Amazon Ecosystem” campaign video where the relationship
between the company’s name, its brick-and-mortar ventures, its Amazon
Prime program, and its commitment to the environment are explained.

Communication Strategies & Tactics Continued



Communication Strategies & Tactics

Information about the company’s financial health
Reasoning behind the new Amazon Ecosystem the 
Opportunities in the retail and grocery landscapes
Information that the company has learned from the Amazon Prime program and past online and
brick-and-mortar ventures.

Strategy 2: Prepare and distribute materials containing: 

 
Tactic 3: Management/Strategy PowerPoint presentation shared on Amazon’s Investor Relations website, shareholder
meetings, or with the press. This presentation will keep sales and growth at the center and front of investors by offering
more interactive and detailed graphics of Amazon’s business plans and financial reports, and graphics will be
complemented with key insights and takeaways that explain financial risks, gains or losses (as an example, see Citi
Bank’s investor presentations).
 
Tactic 4: Biweekly blog posts on The Amazon blog Day One, each focusing on discussing the company’s past brick-
and-mortar experiences and the insights these ventures had to offer. Highlight these past experiences as a part of Bezos’
“wandering” strategy that will strengthen the company’s business as a whole.

Continued



Communication Strategies & Tactics
Strategy 3: Prepare and distribute materials to provide a better understanding on how past brick-and-
mortar ventures (Amazon Go, Amazon 4-star, Amazon Bookstore and Whole Foods) affect and
shape future operations and what improvements can be implemented.

 
Tactic 1: Management/Strategy PowerPoint presentation shared on Amazon’s Investor Relations website, shareholder
meetings, or with the press. This presentation will keep sales and growth at the center and front of investors by offering
interactive and detailed graphics of Amazon’s business plans and financial reports, and graphics will be complemented
with key insights and takeaways that explain financial risks, gains or losses (as an example, see Citi Bank’s investor
presentations).
 
Tactic 2: Chart with company’s financial performance in the last five years, infographics and fact sheets explaining
Amazon’s brick-and-mortar ventures (including locations, quarterly revenue and history) and conclude the operating
approaches that were appreciated by customers and that which were not met with ideal reactions.
 
Tactic 3: Quarterly mini-reports with candid data on the retail service performance. These mini-reports will provide
details like categorized costs and income brought by each service of the four available ones. They can be sent as a
corporate newsletter or booklet quarterly along with the other documents required by SEC, shared with media outlets,
and posted on Amazon Investor Relations website.

Continued



Communication Strategies & Tactics

Strategy 3: Prepare and distribute materials
to provide a better understanding on how
past brick-and-mortar ventures (Amazon
Go, Amazon 4-star, Amazon Bookstore
and Whole Foods) affect and shape future
operations and what improvements can be
implemented.

Continued

 
Tactic 2 (sample)
 
 



Communication Strategies
& Tactics
Strategy 4: Host and participate in industry meetings and conferences
where the concept of the Amazon Ecosystem is shared, discussed and
explained.

Tactic 1: Hold an Amazon Ecosystem-themed Annual Meeting with investors. Discuss
CSR efforts to reduce carbon emissions and help underserved communities in the
Amazon region. Share parts of this meeting on social media channels for those who
did not attend the conference (See Walmart’s Shareholder Meeting example on
YouTube).
 
Tactic 2: Participate in industry conferences like SXSW and SALT to discuss Amazon’s
new online and physical shopping experience. Focus on highlighting the advantages
of the Prime Membership program in building this sustainable online/brick-and-
mortar Amazon Ecosystem.
 
Tactic 3: Jeff Bezos’ TED talk discussing the power of wandering, experimentation,
innovation and creativity in business.

Continued



Podcasts: Pivot, Decode Recode, Bloomberg Surveillance, Motley Fool Money,
Your Money Briefing.

Tactic 1: Pitch podcasts covering tech, retail and investments to share the Amazon
Ecosystem strategy and discuss the advantages of the Prime Membership program
in terms of customer engagement, data collection and brick-and-mortar expansion.
 

 
Tactic 2: Participate in industry conferences like SXSW and SALT to discuss
Amazon’s new online and physical shopping experience. Focus on highlighting the
advantages of the Prime Membership program in building this sustainable
online/brick-and-mortar Amazon Ecosystem.
 

Communication Strategies
& Tactics
Strategy 5: Participate in interviews with reporters covering
business, retail and tech to discuss the concept of the Amazon
Ecosystem.

Continued



Tactic 1: Videos and augmented reality programs to tell stories about Amazon’s
efforts to protect the environment and reduce carbon emissions. Share videos on
Amazon’s News YouTube channel, Amazon’s Day One blog, and Amazon’s
sustainability webpage. 
 
Tactic 2: Partnerships with environmental protection agencies to hold quarterly
clean-ups with Amazon’s employees. Write press releases and create videos of these
experiences to share with investors, employees and the general public through
Amazon’s YouTube channel.
 
Tactic 3: Donations and partnerships with environmental protection agencies such
as the United States Environmental Protection Agency to help better implement
operational strategies that are environmentally friendly. 
 

Communication Strategies
& Tactics
Strategy 6: Create interactive content with a compelling story
about Amazon’s efforts to minimize carbon emissions and protect
the environment.

Continued



Communication Strategies
& Tactics

Strategy 7: Join environmental projects focused on
protecting the Amazon region and create visual materials
to share this experience with the Amazon community.

Tactic 1: Donations and partnerships with environmental
protection agencies such as the United States Environmental
Protection Agency to help better implement operational
strategies that are environmentally friendly. These partnerships
could also include agencies like WWF, who are developing
programs to protect the Amazon region. Write press releases and
create videos of these experiences to share with investors,
employees and the general public through Amazon’s YouTube
channel.



Campaign Evaluation

Monitor stock price in relation to market performance
Monitor analyst comments and recommendation scores 
Qualitative/quantitative analysis of business media outlets (newspapers, blogs, podcasts) 
Number of views, reads, downloads and shares of visual and written materials
Number of assistants to conferences and shareholder events
Measure engagement levels using AI-powered technologies
Number of partnerships with environmental protection agencies
Employee participation rates in sustainability initiatives



“Wandering in business is not efficient, but
it’s also not random. It’s guided –by hunch,
gut, intuition, curiosity, and powered by a

deep conviction that the prize for customers
is big enough that it’s worth being a little

messy and tangential to find our way there. 
 

Wandering is an essential counterbalance to
efficiency”.

Jeff Bezos
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